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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

SHIPPING CHANGES:  Minimum Ship
Charges

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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New From Stevens Publishing
The Unholy Grail

By Larry Baukin
Check out our website for

complete details and testimonials.
Below is just a summary!

It is rare that the term �Game Changer�
can be applied to any discipline...
Something rare has happened�The Unholy
Grail... The Unholy Grail will change the way
serious readers, magicians and mentalists
approach the art in the future. There is no other
book, anywhere, that resembles the Unholy
Grail approach. The Grail is completely new and
original in its practical applications.�

This book contains two basic parts. The first and largest section will present
the foundation or mechanics required to build a whole new approach to reading
cards professionally. I recommend that you skim lightly through this area. Do not
let yourself get bogged down in needless concern regarding memorization, etc.
There will plenty of time to return to this initial section for study later on.  Finally,
I will be sharing with you in a section of the book I call �True Places Never Are,� an
extensive collection of my most favorite and real world stock cold reading one-
liners and short paragraphs. Each one will be presented verbatim, followed by a
brief explanation as to when and why the statement is utilized. They are as close to
hitting the mark nearly a 100% of the time as any reader could hope for.  The
Unholy Grail is a tool that I use virtually every week in my cold reading practice. I
read with this deck when performing short five to fifteen minute readings. I read
with the deck when giving full-length half-hour and one hour private sessions as
well. It is beyond flexible.

The Unholy Grail system has been Larry�s constant cold reading companion for
a fair number of years now. It accounts for a substantial percentage of his income.
Larry can promise you that the amount of time and effort that you
invest in learning and applying The Unholy Grail
deck will be more then worth it. Your readings
will improve beyond your expectations.  Johann
Hofzinser said that �cards are the poetry of magic.� Then
surely cold reading is the poetry of mentalism. Welcome to
my humble poem.

Disclosures:  For �serious� readers.  If you are looking for
the latest novelty that can be performed a few minutes after
arrival�do not buy this book.  If you are willing to take the
investment of time and energy, you will have a system that
will produce a cornucopia of benefit to you.

$185This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/uholy-grail-larry-baukin-bk/
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George Ledo Presents...
Four Door

Production Cabinet
The Four Door Production Cabinet
(AKA The Gibson Box), made exclusively for
Stevens Magic Emporium by master
craftsman George F. Ledo. George has
manufactured some of the most in demand
quality pieces of apparatus we have ever sold
at Stevens Magic Emporium� and for good
reason. He is very selective about the
products he choose to make and makes them
with the respect and quality they deserve.
Little wonder why more and more collectors
have �open� ended orders with Stevens
Magic, regards to locking up the next series
he produces �without even knowing what
it is!

The Four Door Production Cabinet was first descried by Walter B. Gibson in
the December 1939 issue of The Sphinx, and later in the book �My Best� by J.G.
Thomson Jr. (1945). According to collective research, it has only been produced
for sale once before, in a limited edition by Norm Nielsen Magic in 2013. This
current version has been created specially for Stevens Magic Emporium, keeping
the same limited edition of previous projects created to a total of 12 pieces.

Presentation is very straight forward. The magician shows a small wooden cabinet
on a revolving stand. The cabinet has a door on each side and a removable lid on
top. The four doors are opened to show the cabinet is empty and then all the doors
are closed. The lid is removed and
a production follows. This can
repeated if desired.

Units come with exceptionally
detailed and illustrated 5-page
instructional that is exactly what
you would expect for the quality
piece. Each unit features a stamp
that shows the number of the
model.

Dimensions are 7 X 7 X 14.5-
inches tall fully assembled with
pedestal. Features an amble load
chamber 5 X 3 .5 X 2.5-inches.

$450

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-four-door-production-cabinet-george-ledo/
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Too Good To Be True!
Joe Porper Presents...

Master Key Rings Plus
This is a 12-inch Diameter, 3-Ring Linking Ring
Set that comes with a beautiful carrying case
and a tremendous value of instructional and
additional routines exclusively from Stevens
Magic Emporium.

There are only a few people that can really make
them and there is �no question� in our view
that this set is truly unique among the very limited
number of craftsman that can make them.  This
really is more than a set of linking rings, as it
features a unique locking system that is truly

remarkable  hence the name �Master Key.�  This
will be a set you will treasure.  We asked Joe to
provide us with a special set of rings that would
stand up to the most discriminating customer and
he rose to the challenge.  To make this even a
better package, we included two Ken Brooke
Booklets that feature routines on the rings,
as well as the famous Al Koran 3-Ring Routine
by Max Hapner (these extras are a $45 value).

$370
T.U.R.N.

Ultimate Random Number
You display a 4-digit Master® adjustable combination
lock that has 10,000 possible sequences, set the lock
to a number that only you know and then mix up the
dials. A spectator inputs as many combinations as
they�d like�proving that the lock really is LOCKED,
and that not just any 4 numbers will open it. The
spectator chooses 4 random audience members, who
each call out ANY number between 0 and 9. There
are no forces or influencing of any sort, and during
this time, the spectator has been holding the lock on stage while he/she dials in the
4 numbers that are announced. Then to everyone�s complete astonishment, the
spectator pulls on the shackle and the lock opens with a resounding �click�, an
amazing climax that will leave your audience stunned!

Absolutely no confederates or pre-show work.  No magnets, no threads, no peeks,
no electronics, no remote control, no buttons, no gravity switch, no timers.  Reset
is literally instantaneous, and can be done in full view of the audience.  Completely
mechanical and built to last a lifetime.  Comes complete with specially custom-
prepared lock, instructional DVD and tons of bonus routines.

$195

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/master-key-rings-3-set-by-joe-porper-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/turn-the-ultimate-random-number/
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Michael Baker Presents...
Oriental

See-Through
Block Box

Hand-crafted by Michael Baker.
This is an outstanding version of the
classic Sucker Die Box effect. An
oriental design block (which may be
shown on all sides) is placed into an
elaborately designed box. The
magician claims to make the block

disappear, but the audience believes that he is merely hiding the block by allowing
it to slide from one side to the other. In fact, they can hear the block as it moves
inside the box.  However, the magician proves that his claim is true when he opens
all the doors and removes side panels to reveal an empty, skeleton frame of a box.
The block is indeed, gone! The block may be reproduced from another location,
such as a hat, bag or box.

The box and blocks are constructed from high-grade Baltic Birch. The end panels
are made of metal to aid in the deceptiveness of the illusion. The box is painted
black and gold, and adorned inside and out with custom designed and made water-
slide decal transfers, with Okito-style images in full color. One of Michael�s trade
secrets, there are two kinds of decal papers used in the process, to get the look
desired. Brass hardware and vintage-style door handles accent the box. The blocks
(one gimmicked/one not) are yellow with black, and accented with red Chinese
characters. Size of the box is 10.25 x 5.75 x 5.75-inches. Size of the
block is 3.25-inches.

It takes about a month to bring one
unit to completion. This does not
include the time spent on redesigning
the existing styles and drawing
workshop plans and cutting lists.
Much time has been spent on the
base alone. Using techniques more
common with grand illusion design,
the base has been designed and built
so as to appear much thinner than
any other model on the market. This
also adds an aesthetic element, typical
of Michael�s work. The box is raised
on turned wood feet, these also being
part of the deceptive design.  This is arguably one of the finest Die Box effects ever
produced, and one that you will not only be proud to use, but one that will take a
prominent position in your collection display.  Only six units made.

$395
Coupon cannot be used on this item!
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And The Mystery Continues
Paul Romhany�s

Dream Prediction
Elite Version

You place an envelope containing a prediction
in full view of your audience. A spectator can
hold or place the prediction on a table. (The
envelope containing the prediction has a clear
window so the prediction can be seen in the
envelope the ENTIRE TIME!)  Next, you ask your
spectators to name ANYTHING! And this means
ANYTHING�Lottery numbers, Names,

Destinations, Dreams or anything that suits your presentation.  Upon opening the
envelope the spectator reads the prediction out loud and EVERYTHING matches
100%. The prediction is given to the spectator to keep as a reminder of the
moment you predicted their deepest thoughts�

Comes with 10 envelopes�each envelope will last a very long time but this gives
you more options regards adapting each presentation to suit your needs.  The final
prediction can be seen at the start of the routine�you can use anything from
business cards, money, lottery tickets or paper inside the envelope�the final
prediction is written on what is inside the envelope (it�s an extra piece inside the
envelope).  Can be done under all close-up conditions.  Easy to do the handling is
very easy giving performer room for presentation.  Instant reset�sets up within
seconds�actually once you put envelope back in wallet it�s reset.  Includes everything
you need right out of the box!

$100
P. Craig Browning�s

Murder In Your Pocket
You bring up a committee of 3 and present 5 cards;
one reading KILLER, one reads VICTIM and 3 revealing
different modes of mayhem; a knife, gun or poison.
Group decides who will take on the two primary roles
leaving the 3rd member to hold the weapon of choice.
All of these selections are placed into manila security
envelopes with the remaining two weapons shared with
other audience members as part of the routines finalé.

Using only his fingertips the Mentalist touches each
envelope and psychometrically identifies who the Victim
is, what weapon was used and whodunit. As a follow-
up he accurately identifies who in the audience is holding
which weapon.  No Markings or bumps used.  Perfectly Free Choices.  No Electronics.
No Forces of Any Kind.  No Secret or Instant Stooging.  No Psychological Control.

$75

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dream-prediction-elite-version-wallet-by-paul-romhany/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/murder-in-your-pocket-p-craig-browning/
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Controlling The Outcome
Powell Magic�s

Chinese Rice Box
Introducing a very special type of Lippincott Box made
entirely from Walnut with custom Maple and Mahogany
wrap around inlay and Maple Burl inside the lid. Everything
about this box, makes me want it!  The size, shape, design
and quality!

A borrowed ring is found buried deep inside the rice. The
performer places a wine glass on the table and borrows a
finger ring from any spectator. The ring is placed in the
folds of a handkerchief and given to the spectator to hold
over the mouth of the wine glass. He can actually feel the
ring through the handkerchief The performer presents a
small locked wooden box and sets it in full view of the
audience. The spectator is asked to drop the ring into the
glass. The spectator lets go of the ring and it is apparently
heard as it clinks into the glass. The performer immediately
whisks away the handkerchief from the glass and it has
vanished! The spectator is then handed a key, and opens
the box himself. Rice overflows from the box as it is

opened, as he pours the rice out he discovers his ring inside! The beautifully hand-
crafted walnut box (approximately 2.25-inches square) with inlay hides the secret
even upon close inspection from magicians.  The rice completely fills the box and
overflows as it is opened. Burlap bag with hand painted �Good Luck� symbol is
also included. Item is hand cast with polished pewter feet.

$159
John Cornelius�

Thought Transmitter
Pro

The Thought Transmitter Pro is unique
because it does virtually what no other �Peek�
wallet in the world does. A spectator writes
down a word, a card, or draws something on
the back of his business card. The card is
then placed between two opaque cards in an
opaque wallet . There is no way to see inside of the wallet. In fact if you wanted to,
you could put rubber bands around the wallet, and drop it in a clear zip lock bag to
prevent manipulation. Wallet can be freely handled.  Now at any time, without
opening the wallet, the magician is able to divine in an instant, the written thought.
With the new Thought Transmitter Pro you are able to carry credit cards, drivers
license, money etc. inside the wallet, and you can replace any necessary items
when required.

Available Again...$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinese-rice-box-dave-powell/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/thought-transmitter-pro-by-john-cornelius/
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Amazing Magic!

Finger Bird
It�s cute! It�s magical! It�s as much a puzzle as a
magic trick. The Finger Bird will sit only on your
finger. It will even hop from one finger to another,
yet when you hand it to a spectator, they cannot
make him sit on their finger. Your little Finger Bird
can also perform as The Amazing Birdini locating
a spectator�s chosen card by leaping up from the
table when the chosen card is reached. You and
your spectator�s will have a lot of fun with this tiny
little Finger Bird!

Boy can you fool the boys at the magic
club as the go crazy trying to get the little bird to sit on their finger!

$22.50

Roscoe Presents...
The Beast

Just when you thought it was
safe to play the 3-Shell Game
Again�The Beast Arrives!

Split whole and complete by lightning
from the heart of a Louisiana
Shagbark Hickory tree. Soaked in
buzzard�s blood and blasted with the
ashes from a hanged man�s pyre.
Clutching them in your trembling fists,
you waited in a cemetery at a

crossroads. HE appeared at midnight in a thunderstorm.
HE squeezed your fist until it bled one fiery drop, which HE
transformed into an Evil Eye. To learn this game, you sold
your soul to . . . , well you know. This innovative design
enables a brand new acquitment: ROCK�N�ROLL with THE
BEAST! Instructions included.

Macabre drama and humor with sports-car handling. Chanin
dip, notch, nose ramp and the skulls� natural void, Sure-
grip geometry, combine with two white School for
Scoundrels Perfect Peas for your best-ever shell game�
with SKULLS!

High-density synthetic resin for a great, hefty feel and a durable lifetime of use.
Wooden coffin, plush drawstring carry bag, and video instructions for your first
routine included. Unbelievably high, made-in-the-USA quality for these low prices.

$70

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-beast-roscoe/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/finger-bird-pk-magic/
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House Of Magic
Buma�s

Clairvoyant
Scarab

Based off a little known
technique previously featured
years ago in a Tenyo effect. If
you ever wanted to fully
maximize PK magic, this is how
it�s done. The result is what I
called, RMC�Remote Magnetic
Control.  I call it control because

we have never seen anything so precise, and additionally we have never seen such
a small PK gimmick that is this powerful.

YOU MUST ACCESS OUR WEBSITE for COMPLETE details and video
demonstrations!  Simply put we can�t do this product justice in the
catalog.

The performer introduces a clear pyramid on a black base accompanied by a
matching case containing a clairvoyant Scarab. The pyramid covered base is placed
on a table, the performer then covers the pyramid with a scarf/handkerchief, the
Scarab is removed from the display case and the performer proceeds to speak to

the Scarab (He is heard instructing the Scarab to
FORETELL THE FUTURE!), he then places the Scarab
inside the covered pyramid, the performer now borrows
four common items from spectators, such as a coin, ring,
key etc., these items are placed around the four sides of
the covered pyramid by the spectators, a spectator is now
asked to freely call out any one of the borrowed items
surrounding the pyramid, once the spectator calls out the
name of that item, the performer uncovers the pyramid

and the Scarab is now seen to be facing exactly toward the spectators called out
item. The Scarab in fact has foretold the future, this can be repeated as many
times as the performer wishes and every time the foretelling by the Scarab will be
correct (with no force).

Remember The Hand of Cleopatra?  This is even better!
�  No other BUMA effect works like this one!
�  Anytime, anywhere introduce Clairvoyant Scarab to your audience.
�  Cover it and watch the Scarab freely answers questions, points out people,

places and objects.
�  No thread, electronics or sleight of hand.
�  No set up for performance.
�  Instantly repeatable and easy to do.

  Great Introductory Price...$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/clairvoyant-scarab-buma-house-of-magic/
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House Of Magic
New & Improved!

Buma�s Ju-Ju Man
Available Again for a short time!!

An original Shamanistic effect,
demonstrating the power and reach of
the spirit world and those that abide there.
Limited production of  hand-crafted
Sets.

Performer introduces two 6-inch Ju-Ju
Men from a natural Jute bag. Both Ju-Ju

men feature aged red marking�s on various parts of their anatomy, such as their
head, arm, groin, hand, knee, ankle, and chest. A small draw string Shaman bag
is now removed from the same Jute bag, it contains two small Skull Pins. The
performer proceeds to tell how Ju-Ju Men have been traditionally crafted by Shaman
from the mud and dried grass of ancient West African burial grounds. Such Ju Ju
Men are renowned for their powers of projection, which will now be demonstrated.
The performer now proceeds to hand a Ju-Ju Man and a Skull Pin to one of the
spectators to hold, the performer takes his Ju-Ju Man and places it back into the
Jute Bag so as to remove it from immediate view, the performer then takes the
second Skull Pin and proceeds to place it into the Jute Bag and stick it into one of
the X�s on the Ju-Ju Man.  There being no way any of the spectators can know
which of the Ju-Ju Man�s multiple X�s has been selected and pierced with the Skull
Pin by the performer.

Now it�s the turn of the spectator to randomly
stick their Skull Pin into any of the X�s on
their Ju-Ju Man (no force is used). The
performer now removes his Ju-Ju Man from
the Jute Bag. To the spectator�s surprise! The
Skull Pin is seen pierced in the same
location as the spectator�s choice on

their Ju-Ju Man.  The performer now takes
the spectator�s Ju-Ju Man and places it into the
Jute Bag, it is then placed on any thing flat like
a book, small tray, etc. allowing for it to be held
aloft and at arms length with the fingers of all
the spectators touching the side of the Ju-Ju
Man�s Jute Bag. Suddenly with a startle the Ju-
Ju Man in the Jute Bag begins to eerily move
ever so slightly, slowly, the Jute Bag with its Ju-
Ju Man begins to rise upward until it appears to
be erect, fully possessed when just as suddenly
it falls backward, to lay lifeless once again until
it�s Ju-Ju is called upon.

     $155

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ju-ju-man-aka-shamanisim-meets-buma-new/
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Lighting The Way

Marc Antoine�s
Pro Light

Available In Red, White, Green &
Blue!

The name Marc Antoine is immediately recognized
by some of the most respected names in magic as
being one of magic's most innovative creators!

The Pro-Light is the MOST powerful light at the
fingertips you've ever seen!  Get your sun glasses
out�these babies are exceptionally bright!

Professional quality device using state-of-the-art
electronics�you will be impressed!

�  Specify COLOR when ordering.
� Each Charge will provide up to approximately 100+ bright flashes!
� Charge on any USB port.
� One-Year Manufacturer Warranty.

$70 each

Skylighters
Available In Adult or Junior

Each box contains TWO Skylighters! If you
asked a magician what the single most successful
magic product was�The Rocco Dlite has to be it!  I
personally take great pleasure in knowing that the
thumb tip, albeit a dressed up version�still is the
KING today. In fact, it never ceases to amaze me
how the thumb tip continues to be altered and
customized to create incredible magic. I can think
of no better example of this then Marc Antoine�s
Pro-Light (also available at Stevens Magic)�see
bottom of page for more info.

But if you looking for a very strong visual effect at a great price, the new Skylighter
is the answer! Working with Fantasma, Rocco has worked to provide a face-lift to his
traditional Dlite. He has achieved that and also updated the packaging and the contents
such that you also get a DVD and sponge balls! Even better they did this keeping the
cost very low and easily affordable.

How is the Skylighter different from the traditional Dlite?  Each
Skylighter comes with TWO tips!  Each Skylighter features better quality
component parts.

Includes updated and superior connector.  Is a tad brighter then then it�s previous
version of Dlite.  Improved accuracy and consistency.  Available only in Red.

Specify Adult or Junior...$20 each

NONONONONOTTTTTAAAAAVVVVVAILAILAILAILAILABLE!
ABLE!
ABLE!
ABLE!
ABLE!

NONONONONOTTTTT
AAAAAVVVVVAILAILAILAILAILABLE!ABLE!ABLE!ABLE!ABLE!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=marc+antoine+pro+light&post_type=product
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Knots And More Knots

Knots So Fast
One of the most clever and unusual rope effects in the magic world!  Performer
shows a piece of rope with a regular knot tied in the middle of the rope.  On
command...the knot falls off!  �Oops...sorry about that,� as the spectator goes to
pick up the knot the performer states, �Oh, that�s all right, don�t worry about it.�
And WOW the knot has now reappeared back on the middle of the rope.  Quick
instant magic�Clever�Funny�Easy to do�Carry it in your pocket.  Great for
close-up, stand-up or stage. Excellent gimmick, hand made.

$27.50
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Jeff  McBride Presents...
BEKOS

(Best Ever Knots Off  Silk)
You take a silk and tie a knot in it� then
slide the knot off the silk. This can be
repeated again and again! At the end the
silk is shown to have 3 large holes in it!
Surefire laughs! You can even have an
audience member help tie the knot and even
slide it off the silk.

This effect comes with very detailed printed
instructional as well as a private link video that will teach you the finer points as only
Jeff can do � and do so well.  Jeff incorporates various approaches and teaches the
effect is at a very good pace.  Add it all together and you have the finest quality
version of this effect ever produced on all fronts.

Features access to a video instructional where Jeff does a Super Job in
teaching this effect in incredible detail.  In fact you can even have a
spectator tie the knot on the silk!

$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bekos-best-ever-knots-off-silk-red-mcbride/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/knots-so-fast/
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Mental Predictions
Final Answer

Imagine a prediction board you can
count on, allowing you to concentrate
solely on the presentation and
allowing the product to work the
magic for you!

It goes like this�The audience is asked
to develop a story with the details
recorded on a single chalkboard, in
colored chalk by the magician.
Immediately after, the magician opens

the upper door to reveal that his prediction, written in white chalk, matches
perfectly with the spectators freely chosen words. This is an entirely unique principle
that eliminates the drawbacks of every of prop of this nature.

No Force. No Double Writing. No Assistants. No Electronics. No �one ahead�.
No �loading� the prediction from tables or envelopes, etc. Just write the spectator�s
answers and the magic is done! The most direct and straightforward principle
possible. There is NO other effect in the world that can meet these standards!
Dimensions 18-inches tall X 12-inches wide x by 1/5-inch thick.

Stage size also available, 20 x 30-inches (please allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery).

Stage Size...$850       Parlor Size...$395

Force 4
2 Versions

Standard & Mini
Originally designed for Wayne�s own chair
test �Signs of Chaos�. FORCE 4 can be
used in many types of routines. Serious
Mentalists and magicians in general will find
a use for FORCE 4 in their act.

The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and show four envelope.  As he
passes along a line of four spectator, each one chooses an envelope.  The spectators
have an absolutely FREE choice of any envelope.  EVERY choice is under the
performer�s control... Imagine the possibilities!   FORCE 4 does exactly what the
name suggests... it allows you to force four envelope or folded papers in a very fair
manner.

Full contents include:  Simple Chair Test, The Name Test, Color Test, Mystery
Bag and Bank Night Bonus.  Body Language with Force 4, Signs of Chaos�
Wayne Rogers, Character Eye�s�For School Shows by Jim Kleefeld, and Foreword
�For Library Shows by Jim Kleefeld.

Force 4...$145     Force 4 Mini...$120

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-parlor-rocky-clements/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-rocky-clements-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/force-4-mini-wayne-rogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/forcefourwaynerogers/
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Truly Revolutionary!

Ring Flight Revolution
Generic

The Ring Flight Revolution is the first ring flight to lock in place once
retracted, allowing the spectator to remove the ring, it is designed by a
professional magician for professional use, it is smooth, silent and extremely durable.
Each is individually handcrafted to such high quality, that it comes with a 2-year
warranty.  The Ring Flight Revolution comes with a DVD explaining the
gimmick, how to perform it, how to maintain it and how to fix any problems you
may have with it. It also comes with a Lobster Clip, an S-Biner Clip and spare
abrasion resistant line.  This flip key comes with a selection of 13 different
kinds of logo, you get a choice of the following logos: Audi, Nissan, Seat/
Fiat, BMW, Hyundai, Chevrolet, Mazda, Opel, Honda, VW, Mercedes,
Toyota and Mitsubishi.  Just choose which one you want,  peel off the sticker
and stick it on! How cool is that! One size pretty much fits all!

$180

Ring & Coin Tower
So, you want to vanish a ring or coin and have it reappear in a nest of boxes or
produced in one or your routines? This nicely made wooden tower looks innocent
as can be!  The spectator can drop in their ring or coin and you have instant
recovery secretly right in front of them.  Plus it�s locking mechanism lets it be
examined.  The perfect gimmicked box for enhancing the vanish and reappearance
of a ring or coin!  Ring & Coin Tower is 3.5-inches tall and base is 2-inch
square.  Any Quarter-size coin will work.

Limited Quantities...$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ring-flight-revolution-generic/
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5 Of Hearts Presents...
Bish Bash Bosh

Do you love �Smash and Stab� but
are too scared to do it, or do you
need family friendly effects for
your repertoire? Then �BISH
BASH BOSH� is for you�

The 4 wooden plinths are shown,
one of which holds an egg inside the egg cup. Four upturned polystyrene cups are
then used to cover the plinths. A spectator mixes up the cups and plinths while the
magician�s back is turned, so that no one knows where the egg is. Then, by using
the special numbered cards the spectator or magician, proceed to BISH, BASH
and BOSH the cups with the mallet. Miraculously, a potentially messy outcome is
avoided and the magician lifts the last cup to reveal the egg!

You are supplied with the following:  4 round wooden plinths, one of which is
mounted with an egg cup.  A wooden mallet.  A �BISH BASH BOSH� sign and
wooden plinth to display and hold the sign.  4 cards numbered 1-4.  Supply of
polystyrene cups to get you started (these are available from supermarkets, cash
and carries and can also be sourced via the internet).  *Plus additional Routine
Ideas from Wayne Dobson & John Palfreyman.

$215

Miracle Flash Frame
This is a large picture frame that is even
designed to hang on a wall.  The playing card
or picture of your choice can be made to
appear without touching the frame!  For
example... a spectator chooses a card and
returns it to the deck.  He is then asked to
call out the name of his chosen card.  At that
very moment, you �spring� the cards at the
frame�and there, behind the glass, is the
chosen card!  The action of the cards hitting
the frame sets off the mechanism.  It also
works very effectively if you just �blow� at
the frame.

This effect has many applications for magic presentations�mentalism, close-up,
hotels, restaurants, residences, stage or cabaret.  The possibilities are endless.

Please Note:  Frame mouldings will change from time to time and are subject to
availability. Our current moulding is black with gold trim, see photo.  (Approximately
12.2-inches x 10.2-inches or 31 cm x 26 cm).

$130

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bish-bash-bosh-five-of-hearts-productions/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/miracle-flash-frame-five-of-hearts/
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5 Of Hearts Presents...
Colin Rose�s
Billet Knife

One of the most astounding
presentations in a magic
performance is The
Prediction...particularly if you have

made this long before your Show begins. Predict any event, choose the winner of
the next derby, football match or national headline�the possibilities with this piece
of magic artistry are limitless�it has proven to be a real �reputation builder�.  Use
this to secretly �load� a large billet, money note into a sealed envelope in a completely
natural way, without any sleight-of-hand or fumbling.

Once again, Colin has taken a �Classic of Magic� and applied his expertise and
craftsmanship to give you a beautiful hard wood knife that looks perfectly normal�it
has been made to look like a quite ordinary  letter opener, made entirely of hard
wood with all the finish and attention to detail you have come to expect from Five
of Hearts Magic.  The mechanism is discreet with a smooth and easy action, soft
bevelled edges for comfortable handling�allowing you to focus completely on
your performance in the knowledge that this �prop� won�t let you down.  This
edition is presented in our signature Corduroy Bag.

$125
Wayne Dobson�s

Box Clever
The trick �Second Spot� by the late
Maurice Fogel was�and still is a
superb effect! It was Patrick Page
who suggested that this would work
very well by using wooden boxes
rather than the original bags.  The
beauty of this is that the method or
effect has not been changed, but
aesthetically the trick has been elevated to a more sophisticated presentation. This
effect is very simple in it�s method, (the best tricks usually are!) Presented correctly
this is one of the most powerful tricks ever invented!

Four beautifully �hand turned� identical boxes which conceal the secret, allowing
you to tell four members of your audience what they have just placed inside!  Can
be used very effectively in most performance venues.  This great �classic� comes
with detailed presentation and routine notes by Wayne Dobson.

Note:  Because these are not mass produced items and are hand made these
items are available in �limited� quantities. The type of wood is subject to change
bases on availability at the time of production and inventory on hand. First come
first served.

$130

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-classic-billet-knife-five-of-hearts/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/box-clever-wayne-dobson/
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Pete Biro Exclusives

Nutty Surprise
This Will Drive You Crazy!!

Pete Biro and Dean Dill have taken
the long-forgotten Peripatetic Walnuts
of Dai Vernon and turned it into a
strong routine with three walnuts.

It can be done close-up.  Several routines
are included.  The basic plot is simple.
You show three walnuts, a glass  (not
provided) and the bag you carry them
in.  One-by-one each walnut vanishes
and appears in the glass (not provided), covered by the bag.

Very little skill is needed, just a false transfer and your ability to entertain.  The
climax is production of a HUGE STEEL NUT. It comes from nowhere, not loaded
from your pocket, no palming. It is so simple.  NUTTY SURPRISE includes all
the walnuts needed, the big steel nut, a custom-made burgundy suede bag, a printed
book of instructions and routines, a DVD  with routines and presentation ideas
and a humorous "con man" script by Walt Anthony. Use any glass that fits in
the bag and a handkerchief of your choice.  More details on our website!

$85

Pete Biro Presents...
Creamer

Imagine a simple demitasse cup, a spoon
and a creamer like you find at coffee
shops and restaurants and creating a
simple to do, highly entertaining routine.

It�s a perfect routine for the restaurant
worker. Everything fits in your pocket
and there�s a minimal sleight involved,
which he simplified, as you will see on

the included DVD. The DVD shows three different situations performing at
spectator�s tables, and a thorough explanation of all you need to know.

You receive the Demitasse Cup, a spoon and two specially-prepared cream
containers (nothing to go sour, as cream has been replaced with a solid component).
There are two hidden gimmicks that help make it work with ease.  Props come
boxed and includes a red carrying bag, a DVD with three performances and full
instructions, as well as a set of illustrated printed instructions (DVD�s are great but
I think having a quick printed reference as well is the best).  In addition, a printed
set of instructions is included with added ideas and suggested final loads.

$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/creamer-cup-routine-pete-biro/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nutty-surprise-pete-biro-2/
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Pete Biro Exclusives
Comedy Linking Ring Saw

Magician is frustrated, trying to get two linked rings
apart. In desperation, he brings out a saw.... and saws
or cuts through a ring, but he�s no farther ahead
because now he not only hasn�t gotten the rings apart,
but the saw is now linked to the rings!  Finally, he
gets the saw loose and continues on with his routine.

Comedy Magic at its best! A favorite of Pete�s for
many years.  At least 30 years ago, a small hacksaw
was marketed in England, but they are no longer
made, and the persons involved, long ago left the
game. Previous models sold for $145, worth it to
some but still high priced. I was able to put a couple
prototypes together and showed them to some

friends, and after doing so came up with a sizzling
new method for this which I include.  The product
is easy to use, can be performed easily close-up
and will work with just about any size rings from
the popular 5-inch Ninja size, up to about a
10-inch ring. I have not tried it with larger rings,
but would think it would  work just as well.

In addition to the unique prop and written instructions, you will also
receive a DVD showing some basic handling.

  $50
Tweezers
Available Again!

Ken�s genius shines with his version of the three
shell game with a creative idea on using copper
caps and the Perfect Pea.  (You know the hustle
and how it goes.)  But Ken�s routine has a �killer�
ending that smashes any and all who have seen the
original three shell game with walnut shells!

Performer starts with two caps and then introduces
extra caps through the routine, and always the
spectator cannot find the darn pea!  At the end,
the last cap is so TINY that you have to use
TWEEZERS to remove the pea!  You end up with 10 CAPS as a finale!  SPECIAL
TIPS�By Pete Biro and Dean Dill.

Custom copper crafted caps, perfect peas, PLUS a working close-up mat and 24-
pages of instructions PLUS a DVD of performance and explanations.  Extra loading
chamber.  As EASY to do as the three shell game.

Don�t Miss This One...$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/comedy-linking-saw-pete-biro/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tweezers-ken-brooke-biro/
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Clever Yet Practical
Flipp Flapp Box

Flip Flap Box (AKA Flipp Flapp Box). This is
an item we at Stevens Magic are very familiar
with and one of our personal favorites! This was
for many years a best selling item for famed �The
Magic Hands� in Germany. It is still made by
the same master craftsman.

Flipp Flapp is a unique production apparatus
that presents the performer with a truly unique
opportunity to produce silks, sponge balls, spring
flowers and even a bottle or two from what looks
like an empty frame.  The prop itself looks quite
magical. It is a square frame that can be shown
empty on all sides and the audience can even
look right through it. Suddenly the frame
transforms into a square tube and the production
commences.

Flipp Flapp is made by a bookbinder from
quality bookbinders linen and boards and with
proper handling last a long time. Flipp Flapp
is made in a variety of color combinations and
we will deliver what is at hand. The most popular
combination is red and yellow which allows for
use in a kid show and adult programs.  Note:
No production materials supplied.

$70

Future Mental
You�ll love this beautifully crafted mentalism
item! Three crocheted balls of different color
sit atop the closed box. While your back is
turned, the spectator selects one of the balls
and shows it around for the others to see. He
places it right back where he got it and tells you it is OK to turn back around.

Have the person open the lid of the box and place the balls inside in any order
they wish. Close the lid. Explain that before you began the experiment in mentalism
you placed a duplicate ball in your pocket. Hopefully it matches the person�s free
choice. Remove it from your pocket and hold it in your fist. He names the color.
Open your hand and it matches. In fact, it is actually his ball! Have the spectator
open the box. Their ball is missing! No duplicates are used.

$69

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flip-flap-box/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/future-mental/
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Steven Dick Classics
The Excelsior Coin

Wand Plus
AKA 5 In 1 Wand

Finally, at last, a professional unique coin wand!

You can produce an unlimited number of US Half
Dollars, from thin air at the tip of this beautiful magic
wand.

PLUS:
�  Produce a silk from thin air.
�  Load a card into an envelope.
�  Load a card into an egg.
�  Load a bill into an egg.

The perfect accessory for the famous
Miser�s Dream effect.  The Excelsior
Coin Wand is a classic effect from the past!

The wand is 12-inches long and the half dollar can be shown on both sides.  Comes
complete with accessory kit (which includes: coin, extra rubberbands, a special
tool, detailed instructions and routines).

Top Quality!   $185

Moo-ooM Milk
AKA The Aerostatic Milk Bottle

The amazing anti-gravity effect from the golden past!

Excellent for all audiences.  Milk bottle is pure glass.
Pure magic and entertainment.  Fools everyone.  Self-
working.  Top quality.  Great for science exhibits.

Performer shows a full pitcher of milk.  He then pours
a full bottle of milk into the milk bottle, places a card
over the top of the milk bottle and turns the milk bottle
completely over.  Upon removing the card, the magic
starts.  Viola!  The milk remains suspended,
encapsulated within the bottle.  It does �NOT�
pour out as it should! The performer asks the

audience to call out the magic orders, �Moo-ooM� and at this command the milk
bottle empties out completely or a little at a time.

Limited quantities available.  Comes complete with a bottle of OOM (Milk
Magic), milk bottle, pitcher, detailed instructions and routine.

$75

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/excelsior-coin-wand-plus-steven-dick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/moo-oom-milk-aka-the-aerostatic-milk-bottle/
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Viking Silk Effects

Billy McComb�s
Half-Dyed Silk

Billy�s signature effect plays
professionally and entertainingly.  A
white silk passed through your closed
fist and changes bright red.  Performer
lets the audience in on the secret, (they
think), but in the end the silk comes out
of the fist half red and half white.  Comes
complete and routined.

$50

Deluxe
Silk To

Egg
A red silk is run
through the per-
former�s hands,
then poked into his
fist.  It is tossed into
the left hand, but
instead of the silk, he
shows an EGG!  The
silk has vanished
from his hands and
is pulled from his

pocket.  Now, the audience is let in on the secret:  He used two silks and a fake,
hollow egg.  The performer agrees to show all and repeats his moves, but when the
egg finally appears for the second time, it is broken into a glass and show to be a
real egg!  Complete with specially formed ceramic egg, two 18-inch silks and special
gimmick.

A Classic!!   $35

No Tip Silk Vanish
This is a very remarkable vanish of a
silk hank.  The performer pokes the silk
into his first with a small wand or pen.
He taps the hand and the silk hank is
completely gone.  Both hands can be
shown empty. All gimmicks are made
of metal and will last a lifetime.  No pulls!!
Comes complete with detailed
instructions.

$12.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silk-to-egg-deluxe-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/half-dyed-silk-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/no-tip-silk-vanish-viking/
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Viking Does Fire
Fire Dove Bag

The performer begins by placing a small
white silk hand into a beautiful satin bag.
He then sets the contents on fire, flames
shooing upward from the opening of the
bag.  The fire is extinguished by quickly
closing the bag and then the bag pulled
completely open revealing the interior and
out flies a real live dove.

Fire section does NOT have to be used so
you can use this bag as a transformation
bag.  Just pop it open and watch as a large
bouquet of spring flowers pops into the air
(flowers are not supplied).  Fake dove used
for illustration purposes only.  Our new
design is made from top quality wine-
colored satin.  Sold to adults only!

$78

Fingertip Flash Pot
An incredible device that will allow the
performer to shoot a ball of fire 10 feet
into the air while producing a loud bang,
all at your fingertips.  This clever and
unique device is a superb attention getter.
Imagine pointing across the stage and
firing a ball of fire toward an empty box
only to have a rabbit or dove or your
assistant appear. Small compact, easy to
use.  Uses common plastic caps
(included) plus a small piece of
Flash Paper or Flash Cotton (not
included). Flesh-colored with complete
instructions.  Sold to adults only!

     
 
$37.50

Supreme Fire Wallet
This wallet can be used as an everyday
wallet, yet when the moment is right you
can open it to a burst of flames more than
a foot tall!  This version has an improved
firebox that instantly extinguishes the
flames when you close the wallet.  Along
with this we have added a larger flint
striker for a sure fire start.  Every wallet is
hand tooled, hand assembled and each
has been tested for form and function.
Sold to adults only!

$92.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fire-dove-bag-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fingertip-flash-pot-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/supreme-fire-wallet-jerry-palmer/
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Exclusive To Stevens Magic
Esoteric
Kennedy

Available Again!!
This visual illusion is a great crowd
stopper and attention getter.
Produced by master craftsman,
Steve Spencer.  This is one of our
hottest sellers!

The performer shows an ordinary half dollar and places it on a playing card.
Unbelievably, the coin begins to move by itself.  It rises up from the card and stands
on its edge.  It twists and turns before returning to its original position on the card.

They won�t believe this one!  Carry it in your pocket all the time and be ready to
blow them away!  No threads or magnets!  Manufactured by Stevens Magic.

$30

Michael Close�s
Dollar Bill

Available Again!
A dollar bill is folded inside a
playing card and a toothpick stuck
through both.  Unbelievably, the
bill is pulled back and forth
through the toothpick!  When the
toothpick is removed the bill has
no tears or holes!

No skill required.  Comes
complete with dollar bill, cards,
toothpick, plastic wallet and
routine.

 $20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esoteric-kennedy-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/michael-close-dollar-bill-exclusive/
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Fred Kaps Treasury Note
The performer slowly counts five pieces of newspaper.
With a flick of the wrist, the paper instantly changes
into five $1.00 bills! (Can be changed back into paper
too!) You will love this stunning, close-up, walkaround

effect. We�ve made the master gimmick
for you! All you have to do is add five
$1.00 bills to the packet! Quick! Visual!
Perform Surrounded! Easy To Do!  Easy
To Carry!  Don�t leave home without it.

Available Again!      $15

Great Money Items!

Confusing George
The Five $1.00 Bill Illusion

Pull out five $1.00 bills and count them in front of the
spectators, turning every other one over as you count
them! So you have some upside down and a couple
right side up! That�s it. Flick them...Shake them...Blow
on them...Turn them over and all of the bills are now
face up! Yep, that�s right�you mix them and still they
correct themselves. �Old George� is magical and
confusing for sure! No false counts or sleights! An
excellent effect for walk around or close-up! Comes
complete with instructions.

(Includes 4 Real Dollar Bills) $20

Mismade
Dollar Bill

The magicians borrows a dollar bill
and shows both sides. He then
shows both hands empty. (Except
for the borrowed bill, of course!)
The bill is folded in half and then in
half again.

With a magical gesture the bill is unfolded, and has transformed into a �mismade�
bill. The �mismade� bill is refolded and changed back to its original form and then
returned to the spectator.

$12.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mismade-dollar-bill/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/treasury-note-fred-kaps-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/confusing-george/
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Exclusive To Stevens Magic
Scryer�s Vault

By Richard Webster
We are getting a lot of inquires about the title
of this book. The reason it is called Scryer�s
Vault is a about 60% of the content from this
book was written prior to Neal�s ground
breaking White and Black book. This content
was never released and in effect was locked
away �in the vault.� About a year ago, Neal
started adding additional content, that is more
frequent. In the end you have a mix of Pre-
White & Black as well as contemporary
contributions�thus the title is very appropriate.

Foreword by Richard Osterlind�Afterword
by Banachek. Scryer�s Vault�is the latest
in the series of the successful Scryer/Webster
books featuring exceptional routines and fine
touches that will empower you as a performer
and a reader.  The key to memorable

encounters is �fine touches� and powerful routines.  This book continues in that
tradition of providing you with just that and more!

Details from the book...Premonition Invisible Gifts, Svengali Automatic Writing,
Imaginary Sea Shells, Rose Blessing and Reading,  Email Q&A, Answering Question
With A Rose, Scryer�s Astrological Sign, PK Touch Pateo�Plus more. Stay
Tuned for MORE descriptions for the below additional routines�
soon...Two Color, Everyone But One Felt Nothing, Scryer�s Key-R-rect Pateo,
Hot Seat, Invisible Mystical Ring, Six Box Fortune, Business Card Spirit Writing,
The Hypnotized Stooge, Random Cell Phone
Description, Dying To Come Up, Whole
Audience Invisible Deck. Psychometry
Outdone, Dressing Up The Stick Man, Crystal
Magical Svengali, Favorite Food, Cell
Pendulum Pateo.

�The collective works of Neal Scryer was
undoubtedly one of my strongest
inspirations and in fact a strong motivation
for me to finally release my forthcoming
book titled:  Beyond Real Minds. I owe a
debt of gratitude to Neal for re-energizing
the passion in my work.�   -- Oliver Ferguson

$99This item is NOT eligible
for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-vault-richard-webster-bk/
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Worth The Wait!
Beyond

Real Minds
By Oliver Ferguson

Beyond Real Minds contains some of the
signature effects of a busy professional psychic
entertainer. When Oliver approached us to
distribute his book�we asked him to have
faith in us�and allow us to �vet� his
contributions by sharing them �in confidence�
with several well respected and established
mentalist and readers.  While we have heard
of Oliver before and in fact he is a longtime
custome�we wanted to make sure his
contributions were solid. When you have a
customer that provides you with a product�
it�s hard to be totally objective for many
reasons. Fortunately, we are lucky to have
great relationships with many working pro�s
and we thank them for their reviews.  These

effects have been be pre-reviewed by some of the most recognized names in
Mentalism and have passed the test.

Included�Hellstromism, Triple Book Test, Imaginary Picture, My Only Card Trick
as well as several ideas for psychic readers, including The Greatest Opening Line
a reader can use with clients, The Clinging Technique and a system for giving 2-
minute numerology readings with nothing written down.  And�EVEN MORE!!!!

�Well constructed and fine tuned
applications of strong principals of
readings.  It�s obvious Oliver has been
working on this book for a long time.
The reader will find a lot of
information, knowledge and power
within these pages. While I have not
heard of Oliver until now, I�m anxious
to learn more about him.  I know it�s
not easy to be objective when you have
a business relationship with him, prior
to this book, and your smart to seek
outside council � my vote is the
material is valuable regards to the
content and price. I�m curious to know
what others that you sent the book too thought, as well as to get to know
Oliver�  --Darrell Mac.

$95This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/beyond-real-minds-oliver-ferguson/
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Caveney�s Done It This Time
Wonders & The

Conference Illusions
2-Volume Set

By Mike Caveney
For the past five years Mike has been
working on a set of books that document
basically everything he has performed
during his career. When he started he
had no idea that the finished product
would fill 700 pages over two volumes
(and in full color!) As a long time
collector of books and because this will
be his legacy, he decided to make the
finished product as nice as possibly. And

now that they are finished he can honestly say that they are everything he had
hoped for.  He knew that he could write up the methods, theories, history and
funny stories about each routine but he  also knew that illustrating them would be
a problem. He admits he is no artist. That�s when his long time friend and Hollywood
special effects man, Bill Taylor, came to the rescue.

Volume I�Wonders (456 pages printed in full color on heavy art matte paper
570 photographs as well as 3-color foil stamping on the cover)  and it contains all
of the routines that Mike has performed going back to his days as a teenage magician,
right up to his current act. More than just a How-To book, Mike has described the
creative process behind each routine.  A peek at the table of contents reveals the
variety of material:  The Long Beach Mystics, Giant Thimble Production, The
Substitution Barrel, Trade Show Act, Linking Coat Hangers, Lubor Die, Lie Detector,
Halloween Card Stab, Bill in Cigar, 3-Arm Juggling, Coffee Juggling, Magic Paper,
Bow & Arrow and lots more!

Volume II�The Conference Illusions (256 pages printed in full color on heavy
art matte paper 330 photographs  as well as 2-color foil stamping on the cover)
and it is a completely different type of book. During the past 22 years Mike has
recreated a number of long-forgotten tricks and illusions and each one posed its
own unique challenges.  This book chronicles the research into the history of the
illusion, the original routines, how we attempted to improve the mechanics of the
apparatus, re-think the presentation and design a routine that was suitable for a
modern audience. Here is a glimpse...Magic�s Golden Age, 1993 Dante�s Sawing
a Lady in Half, 1999 Selbit�s Bricks, 1999 Through the Eye of a Needle, 2001
The Million Dollar Mystery, 2011 The Orson Welles Act, 2013 The Spirit Cabinet
and lots more!

Each book is 9.5 x 11-inches. Both books are housed in a matching slipcase with
foil stamped side.  Books and slipcase arrive in a custom printed cardboard shipping
box. Sold only as a set.

This item is not coupon eligible!      $240

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mike-caveney-wonders-the-conference-illusions-book/
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New & Improved

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME12114SME12114SME12114SME12114SME12114).

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires December 1, 2014

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: SME12114Coupon Code: SME12114Coupon Code: SME12114Coupon Code: SME12114Coupon Code: SME12114

Magic Apple Presents...
Jacks In The Box

Created By Aldo Colombini
This is a new (approved by Roy Walton) version of Oil
and Queens created by Aldo Colombini!  Now on USPCC
Specially printed cards!

You show some Black 10's and a few Red Jacks. You
then put a 10 and a Jack in a card box and have a
spectator hold card box.  After shuffling the remaining
cards, only the 10�s remain!  What should be in the
box...the Jacks!??? NOPE, the spectator opens the box
to find four cards with JACKS IN THE BOX printed on

them!  The Red Jacks have vanished!  No Rough and Smooth. Easy to Do. Great
for Walk-Around. Instand Reset.

AND THIS IS THE FIRST PRODUCT WITH OPTIONAL ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
Also includes mini movie starring: Tony Clark, Rob Zabrecky, Derek DelGaudio,
Steve Valentine, Dave Buck, Jonathan Levit, Handsome Jack & Brent Arthur
James Geris.

DVD & Cards...$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jacks-in-the-box-dvds-and-cards/
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Stevens Magic Wants You!
Do you have an item that you would like to sell, but don�t have
the contacts to do so?  We can help you!  Some of our best
magic items come from �You�, our customers!  So, if you
are looking for a distributor of your items, we can team up!

In addition to our online marketing, we are the ONLY company
that puts out eight catalogs a year, WORLDWIDE!  There is

NO better way to get your products to market or notices that in our catalogs.  Bring
us your ideas!  We have a huge customer list!  Contact Joe Stevens
(joe@stevensmagic.com) or Mark Stevens (mark@stevensmagic.com)

Stevens Magic is also looking for  �part-time� people
(retired or semi-retired) skilled in Metal Spinning or

Wood Turning to manufacture exclusive magic for SME!
Contact Joe Stevens�joe@stevensmagic.comContact Joe Stevens�joe@stevensmagic.comContact Joe Stevens�joe@stevensmagic.comContact Joe Stevens�joe@stevensmagic.comContact Joe Stevens�joe@stevensmagic.com

Stevens Publishing is looking for our next book project
and it may come from YOU!  This is a great opportunity if
you have a book idea that you feel is worth printing or
distributing.  We can handle all technical needs, are easy to
work with, have professional printers, have prestigious
distribution and great formula for a �win-win� outcome!
We can control the quality of the books and are experts at
shipping worldwide.  We have a huge customer list!

We have�as many of you know�enjoyed great success with books we have
published and/or distributed including these recent winner... A Lifetime of Magic
(Charles Gauci), Real Secrets of the Chinese Rings (Pete Biro), Real Secrets
(Adam Milgate), Mental Magic of Bill Montana, Volume 1 (Bill Montana),
Automatic 2-Way Prediction Envelopes (Wayne Rogers), Classic Cold
Reading (Martin Baukin), The Bridge (Bi-Lingual) (Bill Montana) and our
newest... The Unholy Grail (Larry Baukin), featured in this catalog!

We are primarily looking for newly released material and/or materials that has
NOT already been distributed in the past or via e-books.  Stevens Magic is a name
you can trust�and a company you can partner with to get the job done!  Contact
Mark Stevens (mark@stevensmagic.com).

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
mailto:mark@stevensmagic.com
mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
mailto:mark@stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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